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MONTHLY MEETINGS

Our monthly meetings are held on the first Tuesday of each month, (except January),
commencing at 1200 hours at the Lakers Football Club Rooms in Wendouree.
Due to some redevelopment/construction works, entry is currently off Dowling Street
through the previous car park and adjacent to the dog training area.
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Australian Flying Corps ~ First AFC WWI Fatality

Australia’s first Aviator casualty in World War I is very well
recorded and very well commemorated. Lieutenant
George Pinnock MERZ, who completed his training on
the very first Australian Flying Corps course at Point Cook,
was that first casualty. This article is being included as a
result of information I received from our member
Ken Marsh who has only recently joined our branch since
relocating from NSW.
Ken has provided me with an excellent photograph of an
RSL related memorial plaque in the RSL section of the
Ballarat New Cemetery in memory of Lieutenant Merz,
and bringing to my attention the Ballarat connection.
The Merz plaque rests at the base of an Alepo Pine, from the
original Lone Pine at Gallipoli, together with a Legacy plaque,
(another lovely photograph from Ken).
A little more research has revealed that at the time of his
enlistment on 27th November 1914, Merz showed his address as
115 Raglan Street Ballarat and his next-of-kin as his father,
Dr George Merz, of that same address. Merz had been born at
Prahran on 10th October 1891 to George and Annie Merz and the
family relocated to Ballarat in the mid 1890’s.
It is recorded that during his schooling in Ballarat, Merz was dux
of his school and won a £200 scholarship to study at the University
of Melbourne, where he enrolled in medicine.
Merz was a graduate in medicine at the University of Melbourne in 1914 but he also had a keen interest in
aviation and he was selected for the first military flying course conducted at Point Cook from 17th August to
28th November 1914. He was dux of his course and became just the second officer to gain wings in military
flying in Australia.
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After returning from an involvement with an Australian Naval and Military Expeditionary Force to Papua New
Guinea from November 1914 to March 1915, Merz was appointed as an instructor on the second flying course at
Point Cook. He was able to carry out these flying instructor duties concurrently with his medical work at
Melbourne Hospital.
Merz left Australia in May 1915 joining up with an earlier deployed force in Basra, Iraq, sent to support the
campaign in Mesopotamia. Granted a commission in the Royal Flying Corps, it was here that he met Lieutenant
William Burn, a New Zealand officer. Merz was soon involved in flying reconnaissance operations in what is
recorded as extreme weather conditions and in Caudron aircraft described by some as “unsuitable for the local
environment”.
It is said that Merz had intended to go to war in a medical capacity, but his flying skills saw him go as an aviator.
He did, however, put his medical skills to good use as well and, on the night prior to his final flight, is said to have
worked through the night at the military hospital.
It was the next day, 30th July 1915 that Merz, together with the New Zealand officer Lieutenant William Burn,
would leave from Nasiriyeh flying south to Basra but was forced to land due to mechanical failure during a dust
storm. While their damaged aircraft was found and recovered, neither airman could be found.
Interviews with some friendly Arabs re the incident provided some information and a Court of Inquiry later
concluded that Bedouin Beni Malik tribesmen attacked the airmen who fought them off with pistols until one
was injured. The other remained with him, but both were killed and neither of their bodies were ever recovered.
As Ken Marsh said in his message when sending his Merz memorial photographs to me, “while the
deaths were only two of the many tragic losses of life in that war, it seems somehow fitting that the
two halves of ANZAC were involved in this incident”. (NH Ed, with thanks to Ken Marsh)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

CHANGE FOR FUTURE NEWSLETTERS: At least two July newsletters sent out by mail have not reached their
addressed destination. This has led me to discontinue the fold, tape and address for mailing as has been the
case for the first two newsletters for June and July. So will now go to envelopes, the cost of which I tried to avoid.
This will also mean keeping this and future newsletters restricted to no more than eight pages, (4 x double
sided), so that the folded newsletter will fit into a standard DL envelope keeping the postage costs down to $1.
That we have quite a number of members who do not have email addresses to receive digital copies, we need to
minimise these printing and postage costs
THE DOMINO THEORY
The Domino Theory was a foreign policy theory
flowing on from a statement by then US President
Eisenhower in 1954 during a press conference.
Referring to communism in indo-china, he theorised
that if one country in a region came under the
influence of communism then other surrounding
countries might follow in what you could call a “falling
dominos” effect. An excellent article by Doug Hurst in
the AFA “Wings” magazine, Winter 2018 issue, not only
reminded me what it was that first got me interested
in politics and defence matters as a 15 year old, but
also handles very well the question “why the dominos
didn’t keep falling” and paints very well the big picture
of why those of us who spent part of our service in
Korea, Malay Peninsula, Borneo, Malaysia, Thailand or
Vietnam spent that time there and the effect that our
presence had in preventing the dominos from
continuing to fall. Go and have a read : Visit website
www.raafa.org.au Click on “Wings Archive” on the
left of the home page, select the issue “Winter 2018”,
download & read. (Pages 16 to 21) (NH Ed)

AFA Ballarat member Leigh Harvey, a Vietnam Veteran,
approaches the South East Asia War Memorial in Sturt Street
Ballarat to lay a wreath during the Vietnam Veterans
Association 2018 Annual Commemoration which this year
marked the 50th anniversary of the Battle of
Coral-Balmoral. The commemoration was held on
Sunday 12th August
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THE 100TH YEAR
WORLD WAR I ARMISTICE
The Armistice of 1918 and Treaty of Versailles
Part Two ~ Naval Strategies and Worsening Conditions in Germany
In accounts of the Great War, most prominence is given to the rapid German advance of 1914 and the following
years of largely static trench warfare. However, naval strategies were to be pivotal to the victory of the Allies
on the Western Front.
Soon after war broke out the Royal Navy mounted a highly successful blockade of the Central Powers and by
1915 food, fertiliser and other imports to Germany and Austria Hungary were severely constrained. By the
following year severe shortages of food staples were causing malnutrition and disease.
Germany tried to impose a similar blockade on Britain by deploying conventional ships and submarines. The
great naval Battle of Jutland between the Royal Navy and the German High Seas fleet in 1916 was generally
regarded as inconclusive at the time, but the British were better able to withstand major losses of ships and
personnel and the Germans never seriously challenged the Royal Navy again.
Early in the war Germany attempted to wage unrestricted submarine warfare against merchant ships but called it
off in response to American protests when a U-boat sunk a British ship with 28 Americans on board. Concerned
about the impact of the British blockade on civilian morale and with no solution in sight, Hindenburg, who had
assumed command of the army in August 1916, presented a plan to win the war that included unrestricted
submarine warfare. Despite opposition from the German Chancellor, who feared it would provoke America to
enter the war, the Kaiser supported Hindenburg.
President Woodrow Wilson broke off relations with Germany in February 1917 after its Foreign Minister directed
his Ambassador in Mexico to seek a military alliance with that country should the United States enter the war.
After seven United States merchant ships were sunk by U-boats Wilson declared war against Germany, (but not at
first the other Central Powers), on 6 April 1917.
The Tsar of Russia was deposed in 1917 and the Bolsheviks eventually seized power. The armistice that Russia
signed with the Central Powers on 15 December 1917 gave the German regime new hope as it enabled them to
divert the bulk of their forces to the Western Front. However, the success of the Bolsheviks inspired German
socialists who wished to bring an end to the war and bring down the monarchy. Unrest was to grow during 1918
and reach a pitch towards the end of that year when elements of the German Navy mutinied.
The Allies greatly welcomed the declaration of war by the United States as this would bring the massive industrial
might of the United States and plentiful fresh troops into the conflict. However, President Wilson sought to
introduce more liberal ways of thinking about how states and societies should be organised that were unwelcome
to imperial nations like the United Kingdom and France, and to Australia. They included self-determination by
peoples and the settling of colonial claims through a new League of Nations. (This would later bring Australia’s
Prime Minister, Billy Hughes, into conflict with Wilson at the 1919 Paris Peace Conference that formulated the
Treaty of Versailles that formally ended the war).

(

With widespread malnutrition and war weariness taking hold among the population, Germany engaged
tentatively with Wilson, hoping to receive greater leniency and flexibility than they could expect from France
and Britain. However, the war had another year to run and the Germans clung to hopes of achieving a total
victory or at least gaining an advantage in negotiations by mounting a final major push in the West in March 1918.
.........................To be continued..............(Dr Barry Turner)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The underlisted three quotes are attributed to three different military leaders, can you name any of them?
1. What counts is not necessarily the size of the dog in the fight—it’s the size of the fight in the dog.
2. An army marches on its stomach.
3. It is necessary for us to learn from others’ mistakes. You will
not live long enough to make them all yourself.” . .
(Answers on page 6)
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BUILDING A LANCASTER BOMBER CREW
EMPIRE AIR TRAINING SCHEME WWII
On 17th December 1939, the British government signed an agreement with its dominions for the joint training of a
pool of trained aircrew who could then serve with the RAF to meet the air power required for the impending air war
in Europe. The scheme was known in Australia as the Empire Air Training Scheme, (EATS).
To meet the training needs for EATS, RAAF schools were established across Australia for Initial Training,
Elementary Flying Training, Advanced Flying Training, Air Navigation, Air Observer, Bombing and Gunnery, and
Wireless Air Gunnery. Following such training in Australia, each trainee would then be sent overseas for further
training prior to being part of an RAF aircraft crew.
Lancaster Bomber
By 1942 the RAF’s Bomber Command had 37
Note the positions of the
separate medium and heavy bomber squadrons
aircrew members
including two squadrons of the newly arrived
four-engined Avro Lancaster heavy bomber, the
numbers of which would then quickly grow, hence
the need for the continued rapid training of aircrew.
The numbers of aircrew personnel needed were
immense. To be able to crew just one Lancaster
bomber for example required a fully trained Pilot,
Flight Engineer, Navigator, Wireless Air Gunner,
Bomb Aimer, and two Gunners. A total of seven.
Having had the honour of discussing with one man
about what training he went through to become a Lancaster pilot during WW II, I am absolutely astounded at how
intensive the training must have been for a young 18 year old country Victorian lad leaving school to immediately
enlist in the Air Force, go through all the different phases of training and, by the age of 20, be heading a crew of a
heavy Lancaster bomber.
Now this man who I now consider a friend, Lachlan (Lachie) McBean, is not one who wants any story to be about
him, so this story is about the variety of aircraft that men such as Lachie trained with to ultimately be leading a
Lancaster bomber crew and also how the crew of seven for each Lancaster was put together.
But just a little about Lachie’s origins first. His early life was spent in Moulamin NSW prior to his family relocating to
Seymour in country Victoria to be closer to better medical facilities and where Lachie grew up and completed his
schooling which he left at the age of 18 years and immediately enlisted in the RAAF. Was there a real passion
for flying that led him to join the Air Force? “No, not really. At that time, when you turned 18, it was expected of you
that you would join one of the defence forces and I just thought that the Air Force seemed a good choice”, says Lachie.
Lachie was sent to RAAF Bradfield Park in Sydney for initial training. RAAF Bradfield Park was established in 1940
for the initial training of Air Force personnel to meet the WW II war effort. This is where, besides initial military training,
trainees were “sorted” by their areas of aptitude. Lachie was assessed as suitable for pilot training.

Following completion of his initial training, Lachie was
then sent to Narandera NSW for his first taste of flying
at the Elementary Flying School where he successfully
completed such training in Tiger Moth aircraft, quite
an adventure for an 18 yo country boy I would think.

Following successful completion of his elementary
flying course, Lachie was next off to the Advanced Flying
School at Mallala SA where he would next experience
advanced flying training in Avro Anson aircraft. This
training was successfully completed. Ready to move on.

Avro Anson

Tiger Moth
Australian War Memorial image PO1147.002 (Cropped)

Australian War Memorial image PO1418.001(Cropped)
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With the Australian Part of his training completed Lachie was posted to the UK via the United States for further
training. With the war in the Pacific, it was the long way around that they had to go. Leaving from Brisbane he
travelled to San Francisco on board the American troop-ship “Matsonia”. Travelling overland from San Francisco
to New York, he then travelled to the UK by sea aboard the “Queen Mary”.
The next aircraft that Lachie trained with in the next phase of
his training was the Airspeed Oxford. A little research
shows that “The Oxford (nicknamed the 'Ox-box') was used to
prepare complete aircrews for RAF's Bomber Command.
However, this was not the case with Lachie’s training, there was
no crew put together or training together as a crew until the
next big step-up to training with the much larger Vickers
Wellington.

Airspeed Oxford

Now while Lachie and the other pilots have been going
through their training, so too have other men been training to
fill the various other positions in a bomber crew. So now is
where they need to put a crew together, to be able to train
together as a crew in flying the Wellingtons.
And “putting a crew together” was done in a very novel way.
The procedure is recorded as follows:

Wellingtom Bomber

Wikipedia image

“There was no involvement from the senior commanders,
no direction, no regimentation. Instead, the trainees were
all taken to a large hangar or mess room, and just told to
choose their colleagues to make up a 6 man crew: pilot,
bomb-aimer, two gunners, wireless operator and navigator.
The flight engineer, who had to undergo specialised training,
would join them at a later stage to complete a seven man
crew to move on to the Lancaster.”
While Lachie’s memory of the finer details of going through
this procedure is a little faded now, it was this procedure
that was used for putting together his crew. The photograph
to the right shows the Wellington crew with name of each
crew member.
Following completion of their training as a crew on the
Wellington, it was then time to welcome a Flight Engineer
into their crew and move on to conversion training with
the heavy four-engineed Lancaster bomber. With the crew
now complete, it consisted of two Australians, three
Englishmen and two Scotsmen. Five of the crew were aged
21 or under, one aged 30, and the tail gunner, being a 33
year old, was referred to as Grandpa.

Lancaster bomber

“Wellington” Crew Feb-Mar 1945
L to R : Back : Sgt Jock Cairney (RAF) Bomb Aimer, Sgt John (Freddie)
Bolton (RAF) Rear Gunner, Flg Off Lachlan McBean (RAAF) Pilot,
Sgt Jock Adamson (RAF) Navigator, Sgt Norman Baldock Mid-Upper
Gunner. Front : W Off Steve Downes (RAAF) Wireless Operator.
(A Flight Engineer to be added to make up a Lancaster Crew)

Lancaster Crew complete April 1945
L to R Back : Sgt John Johnston (RAF) Flight Engineer, W Off Steve
Downes (RAAF) Wireless Operator, Flg Off Lachlan McBean (RAAF)
Pilot, Sgt John (Freddie) Bolton (RAF) Rear Gunner.
Front : Sgt Norman Baldock (RAF) Mid-Upper Gunner, Sgt Jock
Cairney (RAF) Bomb Aimer, Sgt Jock Adamson (RAF) Navigator
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So from an 18 year old lad from country Victoria to a 20 year
old pilot leading a Lancaster bomber crew on the other side
of the World. How did Lachie and others like him successfully
get through all that training in the time that they did? I guess
it must have been a combination of extremely intensive
training and an individual desire to succeed. During his
service in the UK, Lachie spent time at 17 different RAF
stations.
A young Flying Officer Lachlan McBean in a Lancaster
Cockpit ~ April 1945

Lachie was repatriated to Australia by sea in January 1946. He
achieved the rank of Flight Lieutenant and left the RAAF soon
after his arrival back home.

In 1954 Lachie was allocated a Soldiers Settlement Block at Lismore, Victoria, where he established a successful wool
growing property, purchasing other land along the way.
In 1958 Lachie married Alisoun ELDER at Rokewood Victoria. Lachie and Alisoun had three children, elder daughter
Margaret, Son Alexander (Sandy), and younger daughter Heather. Son “Sandy” continues to run the wool growing
property at Lismore.
Sitting having an afternoon tea with Lachie at the lovely Boathouse Restaurant on Lake Wendouree in Ballarat,
Lachie told me a story about this very large stately home that, when he was training with the Airspeed Oxford at
RAF Hullavington his flight path after taking off from the major runway would have him flying at only about 300’
above this very stately home, and this would be happening both day and night, it must have been very annoying
for the occupants he thought. This large stately home turned out to be Badminton House. Lachie’s story led me to
do a little research about what the situation was at Badminton House during WWII, especially when I heard the
story of Lachie’s social visit there.
At the beginning of WWII King George VI wished his mother, Queen Mary, to be evacuated from London. She
chose to relocate to Badminton House the residence of her niece, Mary Somerset, Duchess of Beaufort, the
daughter of her brother Lord Cambridge. Bringing her fifty-five servants with her and many belongings, Badminton
House residents, the Duke and Duchess of Beaufort, were allocated two bedrooms and a sitting room. While there,
Queen Mary is said to have visited troops and factories and directed the gathering of scrap metal for the war
effort. She was known to offer lifts to soldiers she spotted on the roads.
Lachie’s visit to Badminton House was brought about by an invitation being issued for Dominion men training there
to visit to watch a movie. The invited men consisted of about a dozen Aussies, 2 or 3 New Zealanders and 2 or 3
from South Africa. Arriving at Badminton House by bus, they were taken to a theater-like room where after a short
time two young women entered, (which would have sparked the men’s interest I guess), and took up their
positions at the front, then two young men entered and took up their positions followed by 3 adults and then
Queen Mary entered and took her seat at the front and everybody sat down and watched the movie “Pygmalion”.
At the end of the movie, Queen Mary left the room , followed by the others. No pronouncements, not a word. The
invited men were then treated to afternoon tea and sandwiches. I wonder who those two young ladies could
have been. Think about it. Could it have been the two Pr ....... no I won’t go there, I will leave that for the reader
to ponder.
If you would like to have a chat with a real gentleman, buy Lachie a coffee and have a chat.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
THE ANSWERS TO MILITARY LEADER QUOTES FROM PAGE 3:
1. What counts is not necessarily the size of the dog in the fight—
it’s the size of the fight in the dog. (General Dwight D. Eisenhower)
2. An army marches on its stomach. (Napoleon Bonaparte)
3. It is necessary for us to learn from others’ mistakes.
You will not live long enough to make them all yourself.” (Admiral Hyman G. Rickover, US Navy)
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PRESIDENTS REPORT
BALLARAT BRANCH RAAFA MEETING 7/8/2018
Apologies : Jenny & Pat Asquith, Bob Bennett, Dot and Ron Douglas, Shirley Gribble, Gordon Jarvis,
Tom Jobling, Michael Lake, Barry Turner, and Stephen Waddington. LONG TERM : Roy Bett,
Matthew Chester, Mavis Doherty, Brian Drennan and Glen Wesley.
Present : Peter Allen, Bruce Clifton, Dorothy Donaldson, John Furness, Heather Gardiner,
John Harley, Leigh Harvey, Noel Hutchins, Ivan Kerr, Keith Lanyon, Lachlan McBean, Bob McDonald,
Bill Mitchell, Ken Marsh, Stan Pickford, Keith and Sue Pitman, Penny and Tom Roberts,
Peter Schoutens , Albie Watson, Stan White, Kath Wilson and Margaret Wood, with a fleeting
appearance of Janet Bates.
Following the usual formalities of greeting, the Ode, National Anthem and Grace we settled down
to the repast with a special tribute to Keith Pitman who as usual organized the pastries, despite an
operative procedure the preceding day. Peter Schoutens provided his usual excellent audio-visual
presentation and the ever reliable Leigh Harvey the setting up, taking down and cleaning up, to
complement his opening up and receiving finances for the day.
Although there were a few absentees, possibly because of the cold weather, it was delightful to
welcome back a few recent absentees with Ivan Kerr, Bruce Clifton and John Harley in particular.
Peter Schoutens reported on the progress in the restoration of the old Officer’s Mess complex. He
also detailed research by his group into a possible Memorial listing of those No 1 Wireless
Air-Gunners who perished in service. Ken Marsh queried Gold Card theatre concessions and was
referred to Tom Jobling.
Our next Guest Speaker will be Superintendent Jenny Wilson who is heading the new Victoria
Police complex for the Ballarat Region.
Notice was given that the South-East Asia Region Memorial Service was be held at the Sturt Street
Memorial on Sunday August 12 at 10.30 am and our members were encouraged to attend.
Plans are in hand for the Battle of Britain Commemoration on Sunday September 16th. The Uniting
Church Skipton Street will again present a 10.00 am Service of Dedication on our behalf. This will
be followed by our usual Commemorative Service at the Sebastopol Memorial commencing at
12 Midday, possibly accompanied by a fly over, weather permitting.
This year the Dinner will be held at the Barclay in Main Road at 1.00 pm. Cost will be $28.50, with a
choice from six main courses, and two desserts choices and an opening drink, with table service
provided. The Guest Speaker is still to be confirmed. Pre-payment will be required to ascertain our
numbers so please confirm this by, or at, the next meeting.
The President then stated that the Aviation Trivia Quiz was meant also to be informative,
(in other words, some hints might be available!), the 50 question series was commenced with
table 3 the clear winners. The Raffle was then drawn, followed by the clean up by the usual crew,
to whom we all owe thanks. (Tom Roberts, President)
NEXT MEETING TUESDAY 4TH SEPTEMBER AT 12 NOON ~ SAME PLACE AS PER TOP OF FIRST PAGE
DON’T FORGET YOUR PAYMENT FOR BATTLE OF BRITAIN DINNER ~ $28.50 PER HEAD
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The refurbishment of the former officers mess,
at the Ballarat aerodrome is going along nicely. It is
now fully roofed and wall plastering being
completed. Our President Tom Roberts, together,
with 1WAGS working group members Janet Bates,
Peter Schoutens and Noel Hutchins, (not pictured),
were able to meet on site with the Ballarat City
Council Project Officer Michael O’Connell,
(the one towering over our three members), and
also with City Council’s Manager Property Services
Mr Darren Sadler (not pictured). Both Michael &
Darren were most generous with their time for
which we were most grateful. We received a
briefing on what has been and what will be
happening in respect of the whole of this large
building, including about other community groups
that will, or may, occupy parts of the building.

MALAYA AND BORNEO VETERANS MEMORIAL DAY SERVICE, VICTORIA
MELBOURNE SHRINE OF REMEMBRANCE
FRIDAY 31 AUGUST 2018
The National Malaya and Borneo Veterans Association Australia has asked that the 2018 Day of Remembrance, as
above, be brought to the notice of all those who served in the Malaya Emergency, Malay Peninsula/Borneo,
or the Indonesia/Malaysia Confrontation, their families and others. (I believe this also extends to those who
served at Ubon, Thailand).
The event is supported on the day by students and staff from the Thomas Carr College in Tarneit who provide a
band, a bugler and the college choir for the duration of the service together with students who proudly carry the
Associations banner for the march past.
Agenda : 1000 hrs : Gather at Northern Forecourt. 1030 hrs : Welcome & Introductions (Master of Ceremonies
Mr Peter Smith, RSL Victoria). 1100 hrs : March assembly and step-off (Accompanied by Piper Mr Iain Townsley on
bagpipes). 1130 hrs : Official Commemoration Service, Wreath Laying, RAAF Point Cook Fly over.
1215 hrs : Completion of Service. 1230 hrs : Gather in the Shrine for light refreshments, President to address
attendees and present Certificates of Appreciation to Thomas Carr College participants.
There is no charge for attending the service; however, if intending to join in for the light refreshments at the
conclusion of the service, please advise your intention to attend to either (John Keenan on 0427 745 059 or at
john.keenan@dka.net.au ) or (Owen Marshall on 0414 238 698 or at omarshallnpres@nmbvaa.org.au ).
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
No 1 WAGS Research continues to gain
momentum with both Peter Schoutens
and Janet Bates working hard and with
input and assistance being provided by
our hard working president, Tom Roberts.

(AWM Image 140443)

The images shown are courtesy of the
Australian War Memorial as are the title
description of each image.
At left: Trainees of RAAF No 1 Wireless Air
Gunnery School being shown how to
identify enemy warships during a ship
identification class , 22 Feb 1944

A trainee wireless/air gunner preparing for
an airborne exercise as part of his course at
No. 1 Wireless Air Gunnery School RAAF
Ballarat, c 1944.
(AWM Image VIC 1 9 8 8)

